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In the following pages you will learn different ways to build
a representative sample of a population in order to conduct a
sample survey. You will also learn how to use tables and graphs
to represent data that has been collected as well as how to
determine various measures associated with their distributions
so they can be analyzed and compared. In addition, you will
process data resulting from random experiments. To do this,
you will use various mathematical tools to enumerate the
possible outcomes and to calculate probabilities. This will allow
you to draw conclusions, validate outcomes and make informed
decisions in a wide range of situations.
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he mathematics course Data Collection is the second
mathematics course you are required to take in
Secondary III. It is designed to develop your ability to
deal with situations that involve collecting or processing data.
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Throughout this course you will have many opportunities to apply your reasoning skills.
You will make conjectures and validate them. You will have to justify your answers using
mathematical arguments and by adopting a clear and structured approach. You will also
be given opportunities to improve your situational problem-solving skills. To complete
the challenges in this course, you will need to use various strategies and demonstrate
perseverance.
You will also have several opportunities to develop your cross-curricular competencies
such as exercising your critical judgment and communicating appropriately.
We now invite you to explore the four learning situations in this guide to enrich your
knowledge of statistics and probability and to develop your competencies in statistics
and probability.

V
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ORGANIZATION AND
USE OF THE GUIDE
This guide has been designed for individualized learning either in a classroom setting or through
distance education. It is based on societal issues or everyday life situations which, even if they are
sometimes fictitious, remain realistic.
This approach will solidify your learning path, respecting your work pace while encouraging
you to:
•

become an active participant in the learning process

•

further develop your confidence using algebraic operations

•

make the most of your own personal experience and knowledge;

•

reinvest the knowledge you acquire into your own daily life.

Throughout this guide, you will find tools to measure your success and to find ways to overcome any
difficulties you may be having. You will thus be able to progress in your learning and ensure your
understanding of the concepts.
Your classroom instructor or your distance tutor remains available to support and enlighten you. If a
point seems more difficult, do not hesitate to resort to their invaluable help for advice, strategies and
tips to ensure you fully understand the subject.

This guide contains four learning situations that not only will introduce you to new knowledge
but lead you to handle it easily and apply it competently. Each learning situation is organized in the
same way. Each one begins with an introduction, including a description of the task you will have to
accomplish at the end of the situation. A first exploration activity invites you to verify your knowledge
of the concepts you learned previously. You will use this activity to review certain concepts and
mathematical operations that will be useful for the activities that will follow.
The learning situations then are divided into several learning activities. A situation is presented in each
of them and you are asked some questions.
Even if you doubt your answers, do not hesitate to note them down. At this stage, they are simply
intended to let you measure your current knowledge and stimulate your analytical abilities. Immediately
after these questions, the notions, concepts and rules will be explained to you in detail and will be
supported by many exercises that will allow you to acquire this new knowledge. All the answers to the
exercises are found in the Answer Key at the end of the guide.

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

Learning Situations

You then will be invited to perform some Integration Exercises on all the concepts addressed in the
learning situation. The answers to these exercises are also found at the end of the guide.

VI

INTRODUCTION
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Once you have completed the integration exercises, you will be ready for the summary activity, putting
your communication and logical reasoning skills into practice. Each learning situation ends with a List of
New Knowledge. This is your quick reference for the concepts learned.

Visual Cues
Your learning will be guided by captions and visual cues throughout the text.

DID YOU KNOW?
In the Glossary
Words and expressions in blue are
defined in the glossary at the end
of the guide.

The Did you know? captions provide additional
information. None of the questions on the
final examination deal with the information
contained in these captions.

Tip
Look for the light bulb to find tips
to make your work simpler.

CAUTION!

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

An exclamation mark
indicates the paragraphs
to which you should pay
particular attention.

REMINDER
The Reminder captions contain reminders
of concepts covered in previous courses.

REMEMBER
Look for the paper clip
for important points
to remember as you
progress.

List of New Knowledge
The List of New Knowledge summarizes the
essential knowledge you have just learned.

The final section of the guide provides a summary of the course content and a self-evaluation to help
you determine whether you have a good understanding of the material and are ready for the final
examination. This section also includes the Answer Key to this evaluation and to the activities of each
learning situation, as well as the glossary.

VII
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Scored Activities
This guide is accompanied by two scored activities in separate booklets. The purpose of these activities
is to verify your actual progress. It is important to complete them to the best of your ability without
any assistance from others. Refer to the Table of Contents to see when each scored activity must be
completed. If you did not receive these booklets, you can download them from the SOFAD website at
portailsofad.com.
The following table lists the topics that are evaluated by each scored activity and at what point you are
required to complete these activities.

Evaluation Situation

Topics Covered

To Be Completed

Scored Activity 1

One-variable statistical distributions
(Learning situations 1 and 2)

After Learning
Situation 2

Scored Activity 2

Probability
(Learning situations 3 and 4)

After Learning
Situation 4

Once you have completed a scored activity, you must submit it to your tutor or instructor for correction.
As a general rule, only one scored activity may be submitted at a time. You must also wait for it to be
corrected before submitting the next scored activity. You can contact your education centre or school
board for more information.

Self-Evaluation

Before completing the self-evaluation, take some time to prepare. Review the concepts found in the
List of New Knowledge sections, and make sure you have completed all of the exercises correctly. It is
recommended that you complete the self-evaluation without referring to the guide or answer key. After
you have finished this activity, compare your answers to those in the answer key and do further review
as needed.

Answer Key

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

The final activity in this learning guide is a self-evaluation. It will allow you to test your acquired
knowledge and the skills you have developed. The self-evaluation grid that accompanies this activity will
help you identify which concepts you have mastered and which ones you should review before taking
the certification exam. The grid indicates which activities to review for each concept.

An answer key for all of the exercises can be found in the second to last part of the guide. Refer to it after
each set of exercises to make sure you have fully understood all of the concepts before continuing on to
the next activity or learning situation. At the end of this section is the answer key for the self-evaluation
activity.
Note that there is no answer key for the questions related to the explanation of concepts. Only the
numbered exercises are included in the answer key.

VIII
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Glossary
At the very end of this learning guide is a glossary. It gives the definitions of the words in blue that
appear throughout the learning situations. These words are listed in alphabetical order. Refer to
the glossary often as these definitions will help you better understand these important terms and
expressions.

Additional Materials
Ensure that you have all the materials you need.
• Your learning guide, along with a notebook in which you will write down important concepts to
remember regarding the list of essential knowledge given in the introduction.
• A dictionary, a calculator and a pencil to write down your answers and notes in your guide, a
coloured ballpoint pen to correct your answers, a highlighter for highlighting key concepts, an
eraser, etc. To perform certain tasks, you will need geometry instruments, such as a ruler graduated
in centimetres, a protractor, a square and a compass.

Instructional Support
Whether you are learning at an education centre or through distance education, you are never on your
own. Students learning in a classroom can get help from their instructor, while distance education
students can count on their tutor for support, and to answer your questions.

Additional Information About Distance Education

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

Here are a few suggestions that will help you organize your study time. The course requires an estimated
75 hours of work.
• Create a study schedule based on your family and work obligations, as well as the course
requirements.
• Try to devote a few hours a week to your studies, preferably setting aside two hours at a time.
• Stick to your schedule as much as possible.
Your tutor is the resource person you must call if you need help of any kind, and who will correct and
comment on the course's two scored activities. Do not hesitate to consult him or her if you are having
difficulty with any of the theory or exercises in this course or if you need encouragement to continue your
studies. Make a note of any questions as they arise, and contact your tutor by telephone during his or her
available hours. You may also choose to send your questions to your tutor by email, at any time. If you did
not receive your tutor's schedule and contact information with this guide, ask for them at the learning
centre where you registered.
Your tutor is there to guide you throughout your learning process and to provide you with information
you need to ensure your success.

IX
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Evaluation for Certification Purposes
In order to earn the credits for this course, you must obtain a mark of at least 60% on the final
examination that will be held in an adult education centre. To be eligible to write this examination,
ideally you should have obtained an average of at least 60% on the scored activities that accompany
this guide. Note that some adult education centres require students to achieve an average of 60% or
more on the scored activities in order to take the final examination.
Consult your instructor or tutor to find out when and where the final examination will be held and
the schedules and requirements. Also ask what materials you are allowed to have with you during the
examination.

Essential Knowledge Addressed in the Learning Situations
This course is designed to help you acquire the following mathematical knowledge.

Learning Situation
1. Conducting a Sample
Survey

Essential Knowledge
• Organizing and interpreting statistical data
• Constructing and interpreting distribution tables
• Representing and interpreting graphs (histograms)

2. Comparing Data

• Calculating measures of central tendency and measures of
dispersion
• Representing and interpreting graphs (box-and-whisker plots)

3. Games of Chance

• Enumerating and calculating probabilities

4. Using Probabilities in
Everyday Life

X

• Enumerating and calculating probabilities
• Representing events (using tables, tree diagrams and
geometric figures)

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

• Representing events (using tables and tree diagrams)
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SITUATION

Conducting a
Sample Survey
INTRODUCTION

H

ow many times have you received a phone call or have
been stopped in a mall and asked: “Would you please
take a few minutes to answer our survey?” If this has

1

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE
· Organizing and interpreting
statistical data.
· Constructing and interpreting
distribution tables.
· Representing and interpreting
graphs (histograms).

never happened to you, you are surely an exception, because
surveys are so widely used in various aspects of society. Politicians
rely on surveys to find out what people’s voting intentions are.
Companies use surveys as marketing tools to identify the wants
and needs of potential customers. Researchers and analysts
working in the field of social sciences use surveys to better
understand changes in lifestyles and habits. But are all surveys
reliable? Can you really determine what an entire population
thinks based on the responses of just a few hundred individuals?
And if so, how?
In this first learning situation, you’ll

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

be introduced to the various steps
involved in conducting a sample
survey, from selecting the sample
to communicating the results. You will
learn how to use new sampling methods
to further expand your existing knowledge
of data collection and how to present the
results in tables and graphs. You will be asked
to conduct your own sample survey. In doing this,
you will have to communicate the results without any
ambiguity and ensure the survey conforms to current
norms and conventions.
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Questioning Internet Usage
If you are one of the three billion Internet users on the planet or one of the
21 million Canadians who use social networks, chances are you spend a lot of time
in front of your screen chatting, watching movies, sharing photos, listening to
music, searching for information, playing games or even shopping. This tool has
changed our view of the world in recent decades and will probably bring many
more changes in the future.
For most people, the Internet is now an integral part of daily life, whether for
personal use, work or school. But some people worry about the omnipresence of
the virtual world to the detriment of the real world. If you spend several hours a
day sitting in front of your computer, it does not leave you much quality time to
spend with your loved ones.
Now ask yourself the following question: Do you think you spend too much time on the Internet?
Indicate how much time you spend on the Internet each day and for what purposes:

It might be interesting to ask others you know the same question and compare their answers to yours.
If you asked this same question on an online forum, the answers would probably differ from those of
your friends and family. This would certainly be the case if you asked this question to an even larger
population made up of individuals who may not share your habits.
Now imagine the following scenario: The director at a training centre wants to know how often the adult
students at her centre use the Internet and for what purposes. She proposes two questions:
1) For what type of activity do you primarily use the Internet?

The director asks you to conduct a sample survey to answer these questions.

YOUR TASK
Using the data that will be provided in the Summary Activity on a population of adult students,
you will first have to choose a representative sample by taking into account the distribution of
individuals according to their age and gender. Then you will have to collect the data in response
to the two questions the director wants to ask. Next, you will have to use appropriate tables and
graphs to represent this data. Lastly, you will have to interpret these graphs to provide the director
an overview of the situation.

2

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

2) How many hours a week do you spend on the Internet for personal use (other than for work or school)?

SITUATION 1 – Conducting a Sample Survey
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The following questions will allow you to review a few concepts and methods related to sample
surveys. If needed, refer to the glossary to remind yourself of the meaning of certain words.

1.1

Complete the text below by filling in the blank spaces with the following words: variable, sample,
population, census, sample survey.

SITUATION 1

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY

A statistical study involves a set of individuals (people, living things, objects, etc.) called a
. The study is intended to describe at least one particular
of the elements in this set (for example, the annual
income of individuals). If information is gathered from all the elements in the set, it is
called a

. Most of the time, however, it is faster and more

economical to conduct a

by gathering information from a

, which is a subset of the population.

REMINDER
To ensure that a sample survey is not biased, the sample must be representative
of the population being studied. It is therefore important to pay particular attention
to the different sources of bias:
• a population that is poorly defined

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

• a sample that is too small
• elements in the sample that are linked to each other in some way
• a sample that is not representative of the population.

1.2

The following survey questions contain one or more errors. These errors are all examples of the
different sources of bias that can invalidate the results of a sample survey. Identify these errors,
and suggest a way to correct them.
a)

Do you go to the movies often?
Yes

No

Error:

Possible correction:

ANSWER KEY PAGE 243

MAT-3052-EN.indb 3
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b)

Which age group do you belong to?
Under 20 years old

Under 30 years old

Over 30 years old

Errors:

Possible correction:

c)

Did you enjoy our journalist’s outstanding report on the criminal underworld
that aired last night?
Errors:

Possible correction:

REMINDER
Here are two methods of probability sampling that you have already studied:
• Simple random sampling : Each element in the sample is randomly drawn from the
population. Each element in the population has the same chance of being selected.

1.3

A robotic assembly line manufactures light bulbs nonstop from 8 a.m. to midnight. Each day,
approximately 50 bulbs are selected for quality testing. Below are three possible samples. Which
one do you think is best? Circle the correct answer, and name the sampling method used.
a) The first 50 bulbs made that day.
b) The first 50 bulbs made starting from a specific randomly chosen time.

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

• Systematic sampling: A list is made of all the elements in the population. One element is
then randomly selected from among the first n elements on the list, followed by every next
nth element on the list.

c) One light bulb is selected from the assembly line approximately every 20 minutes.
Method:

4

SITUATION 1 – Conducting a Sample Survey
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In 1968, French writer Georges Perec wrote a 300-page novel which
was translated into English and entitled A Void. This novel is very
unusual because it was written entirely without using the letter e.

A Void

Perec was a member of Oulipo, an international group of writers
and mathematicians. He based most of his works on similar constraints.

1.4

Georges

Perec

SITUATION 1

DID YOU KNOW?

Below is an excerpt from the English translation of Georges Perec's novel, A Void.
Incurably insomniac, Anton Vowl turns on a light. According to his watch it’s only
12.20. With a loud and languorous sigh Vowl sits up, stuffs a pillow at his back, draws
his quilt up around his chin, picks up his whodunit and idly scans a paragraph or
two; but, judging its plot impossibly difficult to follow in his condition, its vocabulary
too whimsically multisyllabic for comfort, throws it away in disgust. Padding into his
bathroom, Vowl dabs at his brow and throat with a damp cloth. It’s a soft, warm night
and his blood is racing through his body. An indistinct murmur wafts up to his thirdfloor flat. Far away, a church clock starts chiming — a chiming as mournful as a last
post, as an air raid alarm, as an SOS signal from a sinking ship.
Source: The Harvill Press, 1995

Tip
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A random draw can be simulated with a spreadsheet application that generates random numbers.
By entering the RAND function in one of the cells, you obtain a number between 0 and 1.
1

2
3

1

A A
=RAND()
=RAND()
=ALEA()
=ALEA()

B

B
1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

=INT(2500*RAND()+1
=INT(2500*RAND()+1
1
=ALEA()
=ALEA()

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

A A
0.81239627
0.81239627
=ALEA()
=ALEA()

B

B

For example, to simulate a random draw for a population of 2500 people, first make a list of all these
AA
BB
AA
BB multiply
AA RAND
BB BB by 2500
individuals and number them 1from
1 AAto
2500.
Then
the result
of
the
function
=RAND()
0.81239627
=RAND()
0.81239627
1
1
1
=ALEA()
=ALEA()
=ALEA()
=ALEA()
=INT(2500*RAND()+1
=INT(2500*RAND()+1
2031
2031
1
1 =ALEA()
1
1 =ALEA()
=ALEA()
=ALEA()
and take only the integer part 22of 22this product (using the INT function).
This
gives you a random
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3 add
3
3
3 1 to 2500.
integer from 0 to 2499. You can
1 to obtain a random number from
A

A

B

B

A A
2031
2031
=ALEA()
=ALEA()

B

B

According to this example, the 2031st person on the list would be included in the sample.

ANSWER KEY PAGE 243
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Below is the same text again, but this time without spaces, apostrophes, numbers or punctuation.
The letters have been arranged in groups of five to make them easier to count.
Incur

ablyi

nsomn

iacAn

tonVo

wltur

nsona

light

Accor

dingt

ohisw

atchi

tsonl

yWith

aloud

andla

nguor

oussi

ghVow

lsits

upstu

ffsap

illow

athis

backd

rawsh

isqui

ltupa

round

hisch

inpic

ksuph

iswho

dunit

andid

lysca

nsapa

ragra

phort

wobut

judgi

ngits

ploti

mposs

iblyd

iffic

ultto

follo

winhi

scond

ition

itsvo

cabul

aryto

owhim

sical

lymul

tisyl

labic

forco

mfort

throw

sitaw

ayind

isgus

tPadd

ingin

tohis

bathr

oomVo

wldab

sathi

sbrow

andth

roatw

ithad

ampcl

othIt

sasof

twarm

night

andhi

sbloo

disra

cingt

hroug

hhisb

odyAn

indis

tinct

murmu

rwaft

supto

histh

irdfl

oorfl

atFar

awaya

churc

hcloc

kstar

tschi

minga

chimi

ngasm

ournf

ulasa

lastp

ostas

anair

raida

larma

sanSO

Ssign

alfro

masin

kings

hip

There is no e in this excerpt of 588 letters, but there are other vowels. What percentage of the above
letters do these vowels represent?
To answer this question, do the following two sample surveys.

b) Construct another sample of at least 25 letters using the systematic sampling method.
What percentage of vowels do you get in this case?

6
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a) Construct a sample of at least 25 letters by using the simple random sampling method.
Determine the percentage of vowels in this sample.
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The bar graph on the right shows the results
of a sample survey of households conducted to
determine how many telephones each one has.
a) What do you think the term frequency
written on the vertical axis means?

Number of Phones per Household
According to a Sample Survey
FREQUENCY
20
18

SITUATION 1

1.5

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
1

2

3

4

5

NUMBER OF PHONES

b) Among the households surveyed, how
many have:
2 telephones?
more than 3 telephones?
c) What is the size of the sample?
d) Determine the relative frequency (%) for each number of telephones.
1 telephone:

2 telephones:

4 telephones:

5 telephones:

3 telephones:
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CAUTION!
In this guide, as is generally the case in statistics, the word "relative frequency" will refer to
the ratio of the frequency of a specific event to the total number of values. This ratio will be
given as a percentage.
In some French texts, the word "fréquence" is considered to be a synonym of "effectif"
("frequency" in English) and the term "fréquence relative" ("relative frequency") is used
to refer to this ratio.

ANSWER KEY PAGE 244
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ACTIVITY 1.1
An Election Campaign
EXPLORATION
EXERCISE
AIM
• Organize and interpret the statistics by stratified sampling and
cluster sampling methods.
A by-election is called in your riding to replace a member of
the National Assembly who has left office. You decide to become
politically involved by volunteering for one of the candidates.
At the start of the campaign, the election committee discusses
the possibility of conducting a sample survey to identify the
main concerns of voters and to estimate voter support for
the party.
One of the volunteers says: “We have to make sure that all age
categories are properly represented in the sample because
seniors and young people have different concerns. ”
At the end of the meeting, you are nominated to conduct the
sample survey. Your first task is to build a representative sample
of 500 voters from the electoral list, while taking their age into
account.

The table below contains some information about your riding.
Table 1.1 – Election Campaign

Number of Registered Voters

51 880

Distribution of Voters According to Age
Ages 18 to 29:

6 425

Ages 30 to 44:

12 220

Ages 45 to 59:

17 575

Age 60 and over:

15 660

Using the data from the table on the left,
determine the number of voters your sample
should have for each age group.
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How can you ensure your sample reflects the age distribution of voters in the riding?
Propose one possible approach.

N. B. – The voters in your riding are distributed almost equally among
196 polling divisions.
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In Québec provincial elections, each riding is divided into polling divisions with usually between
200 and 300 voters each. During an election campaign, the candidates and their party receive a list
containing the first and last names, dates of birth and addresses of all the voters in each polling
division. The candidates then use these lists to contact voters to find out who they intend to vote
for or to try to convince voters to vote for them.

SITUATION 1

DID YOU KNOW?

Stratified Sampling
A sample is more likely to be representative of a population if the population is homogeneous – in
other words, if all the individuals that make up the population are similar with regard to the subject of
the study. Unfortunately, perfectly homogeneous populations are very rare. However, a population can
sometimes be divided into distinct groups that are often more homogeneous than the population itself.
This is called dividing a population into strata.
Your sample of 500 voters will be more representative of the population if each stratum – i.e. each age
group – is properly represented. Ideally, the relative frequency of each stratum in the sample should be
the same as in the population.
According to Table 1.1, people aged 18 to 29 represent 6 425 of the 51 880 voters in the riding. In the
population, this corresponds to a relative frequency of 6 425 , or approximately 12.4%.
51 880

The sample should therefore also have this same proportion: 12.4% of 500 equals 62.
The sample should therefore contain approximately 62 voters aged 18 to 29.
Determine the ideal size for each stratum by completing the following table.
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Table 1.2 – Distribution of Voters According to Age Group

Age Group

Frequency

Ages 18 to 29:

6 425

Ages 30 to 44:

12 220

Ages 45 to 59:

17 575

Ages 60 and over:

15 660

Total

51 880

Relative Frequency
6 425
51 880

≈ 12. 4%

12 220
51 880

≈ 100%

≈

  

Ideal Size of the Stratum
in the Sample
12. 4% × 500 ≈ 62

≈118

500

9
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The stratified sampling method is a process that ensures a sample is divided into strata according
to the same proportions as in the population.
To construct the sample of 500 people, you should therefore randomly choose:
• 62 people in the set of 6 425 voters aged 18 to 29;
• 118 people in the set of 12 220 voters aged 30 to 44;
• 169 people in the set of 12 220 voters aged 45 to 59;
• 151 people in the set of 12 220 voters aged 60 and over.
Is this proposed method based on probability sampling? Explain your reasoning.

To review, the stratified sampling method consists of:
• dividing the population into strata
• determining the size of each stratum in the sample according to the following proportion:
Size of the stratum in the sample
Size of the sample

=

Size of the stratum in the population
Size of the population

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

• applying the simple random sampling method to each stratum of the population, as if each stratum
were a population in itself

This is a probability sampling method because it is based on chance. In the case of this election
campaign, if you used the stratified sampling method, each voter would have approximately the
same probability of being chosen regardless of age.

10
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Another member of the electoral committee says that contacting
500 people spread out over an entire riding could be a long and
complicated process because the riding covers a very large territory.
So he suggests using a different method.
“Each polling division has an average of 265 voters, and all of them
live in the same neighbourhood,” he says. “Wouldn’t it be easier to
randomly choose 2 polling divisions from among all 196 polling
divisions and then question all the voters in those 2 divisions?
This would really cut down on the amount of travelling needed. ”

SITUATION 1

Cluster Sampling

Do you think his proposed method would give a representative sample? If yes, on what condition?

For the proposed method to be valid, one of the conditions is that the socioeconomic characteristics of
voters would have to be the same for all polling divisions.
For example, this would not be the case if some polling divisions were made up mostly of retirees,
while others were mostly made up of students. Voter income could be another factor to consider. Some
neighbourhoods in a riding might be wealthier than others, which might also influence political opinion.
For the proposed method to be valid, each polling division must be similar to the entire population.
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When a population is divided into groups that have characteristics similar to those of the entire
population, these groups are called clusters. In this situation, each polling division could be considered
a cluster provided that the conditions described above are met.

CAUTION!
Clusters and strata are two very different ways of dividing a population. It is important
to clearly understand what makes them different.
When all the groups are similar and each group contains all the same characteristics of
the population, they are called clusters.
When all the groups are different and each group is associated with a particular
characteristic of the population, they are called strata.

11
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The cluster sampling method, when it is possible, can be an economical way of building a
representative sample. However, one of the drawbacks of this method is that it does not allow
you to predict the exact size of the sample because the clusters do not all necessarily contain
the same number of elements.
The cluster sampling method consists of:
• dividing the population into clusters
• randomly choosing a particular number of clusters
• building the sample with all the elements in the clusters selected.

You’ve probably noticed that this method has some specific sources of bias. For example, clusters are
often made up of elements that are linked to each other in some way and are therefore not entirely
independent of each other. This is the case with polling divisions. Since all the voters in a polling division
live in the same neighbourhood, they are much more likely to see each other and therefore influence
each other compared to all the voters in the entire riding.
You are now ready to put your new knowledge into practice.

12
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What do you think are the possible sources of bias in the cluster sampling method?
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REMEMBER
Some statistical studies involve populations that are not homogeneous. In these situations,
the elements in the population have different traits or characteristics that distinguish them
from one another. These traits can have an impact on the variable being studied.
For example: In a population made up of people, individuals may be distinguished by their
age, gender, mother tongue, level of education, etc.

SITUATION 1

PROBABILITY SAMPLING METHODS

To build a sample that is representative of a population, you can divide it into subsets called
strata or clusters, depending on the nature of groups formed.
Stratified sampling
When each subset is associated with a particular characteristic of the population, they are
called strata.

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

Example: Building a sample of 50 people from among the 450 adults at a training centre,
of whom 207 are men and 243 are women.
Description

Example

The population is first divided into strata.
Next, the percentage of the sample that will
be selected from each stratum is determined
according to the following ratio:
Size of the stratum in the population
Size of the population

Men and women constitute strata of this
population according to the following ratios:

The elements in the sample are then randomly
chosen from each stratum using the simple
random sampling method.

The sample will therefore be made up of
23 men (46% of 50) and 27 women (54% of 50)
randomly chosen from their respective strata.

207
= 46%
450
243
= 54%
Women:
450

Men:

Cluster sampling
When each subset is similar to all the characteristics of the entire population, they are
called clusters.
Example: Building a sample of 50 people from among the 450 adults at a training centre
where approximately 18 courses are taught.
Description

Example

The population is first divided into clusters.
Next, a specific number of clusters is chosen
based on the desired size of the sample. The
sample is then made up of all the elements in
the clusters that have been chosen.

Given that there are approximately 25 students
per class, randomly choose 2 of the 18 classes
that are taught at the centre. All the students
in the 2 classes chosen make up the sample.

13
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EXERCISES FOR ACTIVITY 1.1
Match each situation being described with the appropriate probability sampling method.
a) To find out how much spectators enjoyed a talent
show, question the 8th person leaving the theatre,
followed by the 28th, 48th, 68th, etc., until there is
no one left in the room.
b) To study the recycling habits of households in a city,
randomly select five neighbourhoods and ask all the
households in these neighbourhoods to answer a
questionnaire.
c) To determine the ratings of various TV shows, a pollster
sends a viewing diary to households that have been
randomly selected from a list containing all phone
numbers.
d) To find out what students at a high school think about
bullying, use the student list to randomly select 10% of
the students from each grade for the sample survey.

1.7

Random

Systematic

Stratified

Cluster

A nongovernmental organization (NGO) wants to quickly determine how many children aged 0 to 5
are suffering from malnutrition in a region of Africa that has been ravaged by drought. It estimates
that there are approximately 60 000 children of this age in the region, which has 178 villages of
roughly equal populations. The NGO has enough medical resources to examine 2000 children
within a reasonable amount of time.
a) Why is the simple random sampling method not appropriate in this situation?

b) How could the NGO efficiently build a sample? Suggest one possible method.
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1.8

Below is the distribution of the Québec population according to different regions.

Region

Population

Côte-Nord and Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean

313 200

Bas-Saint-Laurent and Gaspésie–Îles-de-la-Madeleine

253 700

Capitale-Nationale and Chaudière-Appalaches

948 000

Mauricie and Lanaudière

620 200

Estrie and Centre-du-Québec

460 000

Montréal
Laval and Laurentides

SITUATION 1

Québec Population 15 Years of Age and Over

1 666 600
800 000

Montérégie

1 216 100

Outaouais

307 700

Abitibi-Témiscamingue and Nord-du-Québec

152 400

Source: Institut de la statistique du Québec (2011)

a) Most surveys on the Québec population use a sample of about 1000 people. If you want
this sample to adequately represent all regions of Québec, how many people should be
chosen from each region? Complete the following table.
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Distribution of the Sample by Region

Region
Côte-Nord and Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean
Bas-Saint-Laurent and Gaspésie–Îles-de-la-Madeleine
Capitale-Nationale and Chaudière-Appalaches
Mauricie and Lanaudière
Estrie and Centre-du-Québec
Montréal
Laval and Laurentides
Montérégie
Outaouais
Abitibi-Témiscamingue and Nord-du-Québec

Sample

b) What is the probability that you would be one of the people chosen in your region?
Would this probability be the same if you lived in another region?

c) What is this sampling method called?

ANSWER KEY PAGE 244
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A park is being planned for a residential area that has 112 households. Of these households, there
are 24 adult couples without children and 88 families with children. These 88 families have a mean
of four members aged 6 or older. Suggest one way of building a sample of 50 people aged 6 or
older in order to get the population’s feedback on the park.
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1.9
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SITUATION 1

ACTIVITY 1.2
On the Municipal Scene
AIM
• To construct and interpret tables of condensed data
• To recognize sources of bias in the representation and interpretation of data

URVEY
SAMPLEe cuS
nning
rrently in the ru

Two months before the municipal election, the local
newspaper where you work decides to do its own
survey of a random sample of 160 people.
To the right is the question that was asked:

es ar
Three candidat
Smith and
e Gagnon, John
for mayor: Arian ur Tremblay. Of these
Arth
current mayor
think is most
ndidate do you
three, which ca
rruption?
likely to fight co
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Below are the answers that were obtained:
S

S

T

N

A

G

N

N

N

T

G

R

N

T

G

G

T

A

S

G

T

G

R

T

N

N

A

G

G

T

A

G

A

G

T

S

N

T

T

S

G

A

S

S

G

N

N

S

N

G

S

A

A

A

G

G

G

N

T

R

N

N

A

A

S

R

A

N

G

R

N

S

N

S

R

S

T

G

N

R

S

T

T

G

T

T

T

T

N

S

N

N

G

G

S

N

S

A

S

G

T

R

G

N

S

T

N

A

A

G

T

T

R

G

G

N

G

A

G

A

N

N

N

N

G

N

T

N

N

R

G

T

S

G

A

G

T

G

R

N

A

G

N

A

T

N

R

S

G

T

G

T

N

S

N

N

A

N

N

T

Meaning of letters:
G = Gagnon
A = none of the above

S = Smith
N = did not know or had no opinion

T = Tremblay
R = refused to answer

The editor of the newspaper asks you to write a short article describing and interpreting the results
of the survey.
Compile the data collected, and then complete the distribution table below.
Table 1.3 – Candidate most likely to fight corruption

Possible Answer

Frequency

Relative Frequency (%)

Ariane Gagnon
John Smith
Arthur Tremblay
None of the above
Did not know or had no opinion
Refused to answer
Total
17
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Tip
A compilation table like the one on the right can
make compiling the results of a sample survey
much easier, especially when there is a lot of data
to compile.

G

After the results have been compiled, they can be
easily transposed to the frequency column in a
table of condensed data.

N

=36

S

= 22

T

= 29

A
R

= 21
= 40
= 12

Table of Condensed Data
Table 1.3, which contains the details of the frequencies and relative frequencies, is called a table of
condensed data. This type of statistical distribution table is very useful for highlighting the results of
a sample survey. It can contain a frequency column and/or a relative frequency column. If the variable
being studied is qualitative, all the categories in the nominal scale are listed in the first column.
The total number of frequencies must always be equal to the size of the sample, which in this case is
160. The ratio of each frequency to this total is the corresponding relative frequency, which is generally
expressed as a percentage. For example, since 29 respondents said they intended to vote for Arthur
Tremblay, then:
29
160

= 0.18125 ≈ 18% of respondents

Here is what you should have obtained earlier:

Nominal scale

Frequency

Relative Frequency (%)

Ariane Gagnon

36

23

John Smith

22

14

Arthur Tremblay

29

18

None of the above

21

13

Did not know or had no opinion

40

25

Refused to answer

12

8

Total

160

≈100
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Table 1.4 – Candidate Most Likely to Fight Corruption

CAUTION!
The total of the percentages listed in the table may be slightly more or less than 100%
due to the rounding of each relative frequency. In such cases, indicate that the total
relative frequency is ≈ 100%.
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How would this change the percentage of voter support for each candidate?

SITUATION 1

You are in the middle of writing your article when one of your colleagues suggests that you exclude all
the answers that do not name one of the three candidates (i.e. the data A, N and R). He says this will
allow you to better compare voter support for each candidate.

What do you think of your colleague’s suggestion? Do you think it is a
good idea?

If you followed your colleague’s suggestion of only including the answers that name a candidate, the
total frequency would no longer be 160, but 87 (36 + 22 + 29). The percentage associated with each
answer would also change, as shown in Table 1.5. This paints a very different picture of the situation.
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Table 1.5 – Candidate Most Likely to Fight Corruption, After Distribution

Nominal scale

Frequency

Relative Frequency (%)
After Distribution

Ariane Gagnon

36

41

John Smith

22

25

Arthur Tremblay

29

33

Total

87

≈100

CAUTION!
When communicating the results of a sample survey, omitting undecided and
non-responding people has the same impact as distributing these answers among
the candidates in proportion to their respective voter support. In this case, you must
specify that the relative frequencies were calculated “after distribution.”

After analyzing these new relative frequencies, has your opinion of your colleague’s suggestion changed?

19
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Your colleague’s suggestion is debatable because he missed an important detail: Nearly half of the
respondents (73 out of 160) did not indicate a preference for any of the candidates. Several people even
said they did not trust any of the candidates to fight corruption. Not taking these answers into account
when presenting the results would be a clear source of bias. For example, it is false to conclude that one
out of every three people (approximately 33%) thinks Arthur Tremblay is the candidate most likely to
fight corruption. By looking at Table 1.4, you can see that it is actually only 18% or less than one out of
every five people.
Deciding how to handle undecided and non-responding people can be tricky for pollsters. Choosing to
exclude them when calculating the percentages assumes that if these people were forced to choose a
candidate, it would have no impact on the results. However, this hypothesis is not always valid. It might
be that many of these people have good reasons for not expressing their opinion. If these reasons were
known, they might present a completely different picture of the situation.

DID YOU KNOW?
According to several survey firms in Europe and North America, it’s becoming increasingly
difficult to conduct reliable opinion surveys using simple random sampling. Why? Because fewer
and fewer people want to answer surveys. Statistical studies in the United States have shown that
more than half of all Americans and as many as 80% in some cases refuse to answer telephone
surveys. Although the refusal rate is lower in Québec, it too is on the rise.

How would you title your article?

Even with all the possible sources of bias, you could still write an article on this sample survey.
For example, you could draw the following conclusions:

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

In your article, you must highlight the survey results that you think are the most relevant. Write down
two or three conclusions that can be drawn from the data gathered.

• Of the three candidates, people seem to trust Ariane Gagnon most to fight corruption.
• John Smith has the least voter support on this issue.
• 13% of those asked do not trust any of the three candidates, and 33% did not know or refused to
answer the question. This is a high rate of non-respondents, which casts doubt on the credibility
of the survey.
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Just as you’re finishing your article, the newspaper’s editor asks you to include a graph so that
readers can better visualize the results of the survey. Draw an appropriate graph to illustrate one
of your conclusions.

SITUATION 1

The title of the article should mention the most important information. However, there are no
objective criteria for determining what information is really the most important. This depends
on various factors, including the journalist’s own opinion and intentions. This subjectivity in the
interpretation of the results is yet another source of bias that is unfortunately unavoidable; it’s
important therefore to realize that it exists.
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It is worth noting that other sources of bias can occur when presenting the results of a sample survey,
especially when it comes to graphs. A poorly constructed graph can give the wrong impression of the
results. Graph 1.1 is an example of a poorly constructed graph.
List the errors you see in this graph.

Graph 1.1
Candidate Most Likely to Fight Corruption
PERCENTAGE
SUPPORT

45

40

35

30

25

20
A. Gagnon

J. Smith

A. Tremblay

CANDIDATE

21
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A quick glance at Graph 1.1 gives the impression that Ariane Gagnon has four times more voter support than
John Smith. This is obviously not the case. The problem is the scale of the vertical axis. The minimum of this
axis should be 0% and not 20%. Moreover, the title of the graph should inform readers that these are the
relative frequencies after distribution.
Compare this graph to Graph 1.2 below, which includes all the relevant information. Although the results
may be less attention-grabbing, this graph better reflects reality. This is a model of the type of graph you
might have built on the previous page.
Graph 1.2
Candidate Most Likely to Fight Corruption According to a Survey (sample size: 160)
FREQUENCY
50

40

30

20

10

0

A. Gagnon

J. Smith

A. Tremblay

None of
the above

Did not know/
refused to answer

CANDIDATE

CAUTION!
A bar graph can be used to show either frequency or relative
frequency. However, if you want to show the distribution of
the different nominal scale categories as percentages, a circle
graph is often a better choice. As a general rule, the graph used
depends on what information the author wants to highlight.

Candidate Most Likely to Fight Corruption According to a Survey

22

Did not know/
refused to answer
33%

A. Gagnon
23%
J. Smith
14%

None of
the above
13%
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Note that the title of this graph is more accurate because it indicates the data is from a survey and
specifies the size of the sample. Also note that the nominal scale categories “did not know” and “refused
to answer” have been grouped together in a single class. This is commonly done when presenting the
results of a sample survey because it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between these two categories.
Lastly, the vertical axis represents the frequency rather than the relative frequency.

A. Tremblay
18%
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REMEMBER
When a statistical study involves a qualitative or discrete quantitative variable, the data
collected can be presented in a table of condensed data if and only if the variable can take
on a small possible number of nominal scale categories or values.
This type of table indicates the frequency (and if needed, the relative frequency) of each
nominal scale category or value. Its title should refer to the variable being studied.
Example: A study is done on the ages of children
at a summer camp. The following distribution
table presents the data collected.
Among other things, this table tells you there
are 6 children who are 8 years old. Since the
sum of the frequencies is 75, the relative
frequency of this age at the summer camp
6
is 8% because = 0.08.
75

CONDENSED DATA GRAPHS

SITUATION 1

TABLES OF CONDENSED DATA

Ages of Children at a Vacation Camp

Age (yr)

Frequency

8
9
10
11
12
Total

6
16
25
20
8
75

Relative
Frequency (%)
8
21
33
27
11
100

There are two types of graphs that are used to graphically represent the data collected in a
statistical study involving a qualitative or discrete quantitative variable. A bar graph is used
primarily to compare the frequency of the different nominal scale categories or values, while
a circle graph is used primarily to compare their relative frequencies.
Bar Graph

Circle Graph

Ages of Children at a Summer Camp

Ages of Children at a Summer Camp

FREQUENCY

12 years

30

11%

8 years
8%
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25

9 years

20

21%

11 years

15

27%

10
5
8

9

10

11

12

AGE (yr)

10 years
33%
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REMEMBER
SOURCES OF BIAS
For the results of a sample survey to be interpreted correctly, selecting a sample that
is representative of the target population is not enough. We also have to consider the
different sources of bias that can occur during the different steps of conducting a
sample survey. Below are a few examples:
When Collecting and Processing Data
Source of Bias

Example

A poorly formulated
question

A question that is not understood by everyone in the same way
or a question that some people cannot answer because of the
choices they are offered.

An insufficient rate
of participation

A sample survey in which 40% of respondents have no opinion
or refuse to answer.

The subjective
treatment of data

Some data are rejected because they do not reflect what you
want to demonstrate.

Compilation or
transposition errors

Some data is overlooked when compiling the data.

24

Source of Bias

Example

A graph that does not follow the
conventions of mathematics

A bar graph is likely to be interpreted in different ways if it
has an incomplete title or no title at all, incorrectly graduated
axes or bars of different widths.

A graph that promotes a
particular point of view

Graphic gimmicks (such as the use of colours or 3D effects) or
a particular scale might give the impression that one nominal
scale category is much more frequent than the others even
when this is not necessarily the case.

The incorrect treatment of
undecideds or non-respondents

When presenting the results of surveys, it is common practice
to exclude respondents who said they had no opinion or
who refused to answer. This approach is valid as long as the
distribution of the opinions of these respondents, called
“non-disclosers,” is similar to that of the other individuals in
the sample. If this is not the case, excluding these nominal scale
categories can create a significant bias.
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When Communicating the Results
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1.10 Mathilde asked a question on an Internet forum used mainly by teenage girls.
How many children do you want?
Primrose
Québec, Canada

I was talking to two girlfriends yesterday about having children someday.
Neither of them wants to have children, but I want to have at least four.
It’s true that their parents don’t have a very good relationship, but I wonder
if wanting to have so many children is unusual.

SITUATION 1

EXERCISES FOR ACTIVITY 1.2

How many children do the rest of you want to have someday?

Mathilde received nearly 50 comments, including 28 answers about the number of children wanted.
1

3

2

4

5

0

2

3

4

4

2

3

2

2

4

3

2

1

4

2

3

2

2

3

3

1

2

2

a) Construct a condensed data table listing the frequencies of this distribution, and then represent
these frequencies with an appropriate graph.
		 Title:

Your graph
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b) Indicate at least one source of bias in the data collected in this sample survey.
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1.11 A food-related website has a tool that lets people

Distribution of Respondents' BMI

calculate their body mass index (BMI) by entering their
weight (kg) and height (m). A graph then pops up to
show the distribution of all of the individuals who
entered their measurements.
a) What is the main source of bias in this graph?
Normal weight

Thin

Overweight

Obese

b) Why can you not rely on this graph to describe the BMI of the general population?

DID YOU KNOW?
BMI is calculated with the following formula:
BMI =

W
, where W is the weight (kg) and H , is the height (m).
H2

A normal weight corresponds to a BMI ranging between 18.5 and 25.

how many times in the last week they did at least half
an hour of intense physical activity. He then used a
spreadsheet to construct the multiple bar graph
shown on the right.
a) Critique Sylvio’s graph.

Training frequency of Sylvio's students
5
4
Male

3

Female

2
1

0

0 time

s
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1.12 Sylvio asked all of the adults in his mathematics class

4 time

s
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b) According to the data Sylvio collected, female students are more physically active than male
students. Is this true or false? Justify your answer.
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ACTIVITY 1.3
Just a Few Centimetres More
EXPLORATION
EXERCISE
AIM
• To construct and interpret grouped data tables
• To construct and interpret histograms
A Québec magazine recently published an article about famous couples in which the woman was taller
than the man and explored the experiences of these women. The sidebar accompanying the article
provided some statistics on the height of men and women in Québec.
Table 1.6 – Percentage Distribution of Adult Men and
Women in Québec According to Height

Height (cm)

Women

Men

[140, 150[

3%

–

[150, 160[

31%

1%

[160, 170[

50%

15%

[170, 180[

15%

52%

[180, 190[

1%

30%

[190, 200[

–

2%

Total

100%

100%

Source: Institut de la statistique du Québec.

The six intervals listed in the first column represent the six classes into which the distribution of heights
has been divided.
In which height class do you belong?
Which height class does someone who is 170 cm tall belong to?
What can you say about the height of the majority of women? What about for men?
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Explain in your own words what the expression [140, 150[ in the first column of the table means.
		

CAUTION!
This study does not take into account those who are more than 2 m tall or less than 1.4 m tall
because they represent a negligible percentage of the Québec population. In statistics, it is
sometimes necessary to exclude “exceptional” data that is too far from the norm in order to
better highlight trends. Unfortunately, this can be a problem for those who are excluded
from these statistics.
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In this statistical study on the height of men and women, the variable being studied is of a continuous
quantitative nature. That is because the height of an individual is a measurement that can take an
infinite number of values that are not necessarily integers.
Even if you rounded the data to the nearest centimetre, there would still be a very large number of
possible values. It is therefore useless, if not impossible, to represent these values in a condensed data
table. To get a clearer picture of the situation, it is better to group this data in intervals called classes.

SITUATION 1

Data Grouped Into Classes

REMINDER
An interval is a set containing all numbers located between two endpoints.
The endpoints may or may not be included in the interval.
Example: The shorthand notation [140, 150[ represents the interval containing all numbers
from 140 up to but not including 150. The bracket facing inward before the lower endpoint
140 indicates that this number is included in the interval. The bracket facing outward after
the upper endpoint 150 indicates that this number is not included in the interval.

In Table 1.6 on the previous page, the class defined by the interval [140, 150[ contains all heights that are
greater than or equal to 140 cm and less than 150 cm. Note that the lower endpoint is included whereas
the upper endpoint is excluded. The same principle applies to all the other classes. This is generally the
case in all tables with data grouped into classes.
This type of table allows you to easily determine the class in which any given value is located. For example,
a height of 162 cm is in the class [160, 170[ because 160 ≤ 162 < 170. However, a height of 170 cm is
located in the class [170, 180[.
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Table 1.6 also tells you that the majority of women have a height of 160 to 170 cm, while the majority of
men have a height of 170 to 180 cm.
Consider some of the characteristics of tables with data grouped into classes.
• The width of the classes, or the difference between the upper endpoint and the lower endpoint, is
constant. In the previous example, the width is 10 cm. When a data set is divided into classes, all the
classes should have the same width. This allows you to better compare the data.
• The classes listed in the table are mutually exclusive. A value can belong to only one class.
• Finally, the classes cover all the possible values.
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Graphs With Data Grouped Into Classes
The frequencies or relative frequencies of
data grouped into classes are represented in a
particular way. By convention, a histogram is
always used. The histogram on the right shows
the distribution of women in Québec according
to height.

Graph 1.3
Distribution of Women in Québec According to Height
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY 60
(%)
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10

A histogram resembles a bar graph but is
different in two important ways. What are
these differences?

5
140

150

160

170

180

190

HEIGHT ( cm)

1:
2:
Complete the histogram below on the distribution of men in Québec according to height.
Table 1.7 – Distribution of Men in
Québec According to Height

Men

[150, 160[

1%

[160, 170[

15%

[170, 180[

52%

[180, 190[

30%

[190, 200[

2%

Title

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(%)

HEIGHT ( cm)

Because it has bars of equal width, a histogram closely resembles a bar graph. However, it is different in
two important ways:
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Height (cm)

Graph 1.4

• In a histogram, just like in a bar graph, the height of the rectangular bars indicates the frequencies
or relative frequencies. But in a histogram, the bars are juxtaposed. There is no space between them,
whereas in a bar graph they are all separated by an equal space.
• In a histogram, the data is of a continuous quantitative nature. As a result, the scale along the
horizontal axis indicates the endpoints for each class. The scale goes from the lower endpoint of the
first class to the upper endpoint of the last class. The base of the rectangle associated with each class
starts at its lower endpoint and ends at its upper endpoint.
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CAUTION!

Here is the histogram you should have
constructed for the distribution of men.

SITUATION 1

If the first class does not begin at 0, it is important to add hatch marks to the horizontal axis.
Also, because all the classes should have the same width, the bars in the histogram
should all have the same width.

Graph 1.5
Distribution of Men in Québec According to Height
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY 55
(%)
50
45
40
35

Choosing the number of classes
and their width
Before you can construct a table with
data grouped into classes, you first need
to determine the number of classes and
their width.

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

150

160

170

180

190

200

HEIGHT ( cm)

Five to 10 classes are used as a general rule.
In rare cases when there is a very large number
of data, as many as 15 classes can be used.
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You then determine the width based on the number of
classes you want to use and the range of the distribution.

REMINDER
The range of a distribution is the difference between the maximum and minimum
values of the data collected.

To ensure all the possible values of the distribution are covered, you have to use the following rule:
Range
< Width
Number of classes

By convention, the width is usually a rounded integer. For example, a width of 20 is better than 16, 300 is
better than 265, etc.
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Below is an example that will help you better understand how classes are organized.
A hospital has recorded the weight of 25 recent newborns. Here is the data that was
collected expressed in grams:
3155, 3185, 2150, 2255, 3010, 3030, 2770, 2890, 2895, 3035, 3560, 3740, 2895,
3220, 3230, 3275, 3405, 3885, 3105, 3130, 2315, 2580, 2590, 2745, 3530.

Arrange the above data in ascending order.

What is the minimum value?
What is the maximum value?
What is the range of this distribution?
Chances are you obtained the following:
Minimum value (weight): 2150 g

Maximum value (weight): 3885 g

Range: 1735 g

There are several ways of dividing this distribution into classes. The following is one example:
• By dividing the range by 5 (the desired number of classes), you obtain 1735 g ÷ 5 = 347 g. This means
the width of the classes must be greater than 347 g.
• Since it is always best to have classes with rounded values, you could round this minimum width of
347 g to the nearest hundred to obtain a width of 400 g for each class.

CAUTION!
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Use the data provided by the hospital to suggest one possible way of dividing this distribution into
5 classes of equal width.

If you rounded the width down to 300 g, you would need six classes, not five,
because 5 × 300 g < 1735 g. Therefore, five classes would not cover the entire range
of the distribution.
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Choosing the first endpoint
SITUATION 1

To finish defining the classes in this example, all that
is left to do now is to determine the lower endpoint
of the first class.
Using the suggested width of 400 g, propose the
possible intervals for these 5 classes:
[
[
[
[
[

Weight (g)
,
,
,
,
,

[
[
[
[
[

There are several possible values for the first endpoint; however, a rounded integer will be used, just as
was done for the width.
In this case, 2000 seems to be a good value for the lower endpoint
of the first interval. Another number could have been chosen, but
for the sake of the example this value will be used.
The table on the right shows all the resulting classes.
Complete the grouped data table to determine the frequency of
each class.

Weight (g)
[2000, 2400[
[2400, 2800[
[2800, 3200[
[3200, 3600[
[3600, 4000[
Total

Frequency
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Now represent the data in this table with a histogram.

Table 1.8 – Distribution of 25 Newborns
According to Weight

Lastly, compare your table and histogram with those that appear in
the Remember section on the next page.
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REMEMBER
TABLES WITH DATA GROUPED INTO CLASSES
It can often be helpful to group data into classes.
This is particularly true when you’re dealing with a
statistical study involving a continuous quantitative
variable, or when the data is of a discrete quantitative
nature and can have many different values with little
or no repetition.
The collected data can then be compiled in a table
with the data grouped into classes that shows the
frequency or relative frequency of each class.

Distribution of 25 Newborns
According to Weight

Weight (g)

Frequency

[2000, 2400[

3

[2400, 2800[

4

[2800, 3200[

10

[3200, 3600[

6

[3600, 4000[

2

Total

25

Classes generally have the following composition and
characteristics:
• Each class is defined by an interval of the form [a, b[.

• The width of each class (that is, the value b – a) is the same for all classes.
• The classes are mutually exclusive and cover all the possible values of the variable being studied.
The upper endpoint of a class is equal to the lower endpoint of the next class.
• The data is generally grouped into 5 to 10 classes.

HISTOGRAMS
Histograms are used to graph the frequencies or relative frequencies of data that have been
grouped into classes.
In a histogram:
• The rectangular boxes are side by side with no spaces in between them, and their height
indicates the frequency or relative frequency.

Distribution of 25 Newborns According to Weight
FREQUENCY
10
8
6
4
2
2000

34

2400

2800

3200

3600

4000
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• The scale of the horizontal axis indicates the beginning and end of each class.

WEIGHT ( g)
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1.13 Forty people are asked how long it takes them to drive to work in the morning, rounded to the
nearest minute. Below are their answers in minutes.
49

16

27

57

15

12

39

46

55

29

25

17

45

58

37

35

44

64

45

25

28

40

35

53

49

65

30

46

32

15

46

52

30

38

42

28

25

20

46

36

SITUATION 1

EXERCISES FOR ACTIVITY 1.3

a) What is the range of this distribution?
b) If you group this data into six classes, what would be the width of each class?
c) Complete the table below.
Distribution of Respondents According to the Time it
Takes Them to Drive to Work

Time (min)
[10,

Frequency

Relative
Frequency (%)

[
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Total
d) Use a histogram to graph the relative frequency of each class.
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1.14 Below are the results of the qualifying round for the long jump at the London 2012 Olympic Games.
Ranking

Athlete

Jump (m)

Ranking

Athlete

Jump (m)

1

Da Silva

8.11

21

Higgs

7.76

1

Goodwin

8.11

22

Camara

7.72

3

Menkov

8.09

23

Sdiri

7.71

4

Rutherford

8.08

24

Badji

7.66

5

Tomlinson

8.06

25

Sargsyan

7.62

6

Torneus

8.03

26

Mykolaitis

7.61

7

Mokoena

8.02

27

Gbagbeke

7.59

8

Claye

7.99

28

Chuva

7.55

8

Watt

7.99

29

Tsatoumas

7.53

10

Smith

7.97

30

Wagner

7.50

11

Frayne

7.95

30

Kuznetsov

7.50

12

Bayer

7.92

32

Rivera

7.42

12

Reif

7.92

33

Lin

7.38

12

Caceres

7.92

33

Sukhasvasti

7.38

15

Petrov

7.89

35

Skhirtladze

7.26

16

Morgunov

7.87

36

Zhang

7.25

17

Arzandeh

7.84

37

Difallah

7.08

18

Gaisah

7.79

38

Novotny

6.96

18

Forbes

7.79

39

Kitchens

6.84

20

Li

7.77

40

Pahlevanyan

6.55

a) Complete the table below.

b) Draw the corresponding histogram for this distribution.

Jump (m)
[6.5,

[
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Distribution of Athletes According to
the Jump Length at the 2012 London
Olympic Games

Frequency
[

, 8.3[
Total
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Probability sampling methods are very restrictive, and it is not always possible to completely respect
these constraints – either because the data is not available or because it would cost too much or take
too long to obtain the data. In these types of situations, other sampling methods are used.

SITUATION 1

Taking It Further – Non-Probability
Sampling Methods

Convenience Sampling
When the population is very or almost perfectly homogeneous, virtually any sample will have a good
chance of being representative, even if it is not randomly chosen.
The following is an example:
Diabetics must regularly measure their blood sugar level with a
glucose meter. To do this, they prick their fingertip to obtain a drop
of blood, which is the sample. A diabetic does not have to worry if
the sample is representative of all his or her blood because blood
sugar levels tend to be the same throughout the body.
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Taking a drop of blood from a fingertip simply happens to be a
quick and easy way of obtaining a sample. This is an example of
convenience sampling, which is sometimes also called opportunity
sampling. The term opportunity refers to something that is
opportune or which conveniently happens by chance.
This is also this type of sampling TV reporters use when they stop
people on the street to ask their opinion. The reporters select
passersby in the same way a diabetic selects a drop of blood: purely
by convenience and with little concern for choosing randomly.
Although there is a specific degree of chance that any given person
will be walking by that particular spot at the exact moment the
reporter is conducting his or her sample survey, it is an accidental
chance that cannot be easily measured. The sample selected will certainly not be representative of the
entire population because most people cannot be chosen in this sample. Why? Because they never walk
past this spot, because they are home sick that day, or because they get around by car or by bike instead
of on foot, etc. All these excluded people might have very different opinions from those of the passersby
who are surveyed.
Convenience sampling therefore has a very high risk of bias. However, because it is usually faster and
more economical than other sampling methods, a lot of research is done using this method
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1.15 Give at least one other example of a real-life situation in which the opportunity sampling method is
used. Specify whether the sample is representative of the population, and explain why.

Voluntary Sampling
You are watching a TV talent show that invites viewers to call the number on the screen to vote for their
favourite performer.
You are browsing the website of your local newspaper. Why not answer the Question of the Day?
At your local shopping mall, you are offered a gift in exchange for answering a survey about a new
product.
In all these situations, the pollster does not build the sample; the sample builds itself. In fact, the
individuals of the population voluntarily decide to be part of the sample.
This method can be very useful in certain cases such as pharmaceutical testing.
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Voluntary sampling is probably the easiest method to use during sample surveys. It is also certainly
one of the quickest, but it produces results that come with a high risk of bias.
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1.16 Give at least two risks of bias that this sampling method can cause.

• 	

SITUATION 1

• 	

Quota Sampling
Quota sampling is another method that is often used
by pollsters. It is similar to stratified sampling but
differs in one important way.
Here is an example:
In one CEGEP, 349 of the 415 students enrolled in
the nursing program are female. A sample survey
is conducted to determine what percentage of
this population plans to go on to study nursing in
university. The pollster is asked to wander around
the nursing pavilion and question exactly 84 female
students and 16 male students. Once he has reached
the quota for one category, he is asked to question
only the students in the other category until he
reaches that quota too.

1.17 How is quota sampling different from stratified
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sampling?

1.18 Give an example of the type of bias that can result from this sampling method.
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES
1.19 A member of National Assembly wants to know
what the citizens in her riding think about the
EXPLORATION
EXERCISE
government’s new budgetary policy
for households
with incomes less than $100,000. The histogram
on the right shows the distribution of these
households in the riding. All the frequencies have
been rounded to the nearest hundred.

Distribution of Households in
the Riding According to Income
FREQUENCY
2600
2400
2200
2000
1800
1600

The MNA suggests conducting a sample survey by
questioning 250 people from different households.
She wants to ensure that low-income households
(i.e. those with incomes less than $30,000) are
adequately represented in the sample.
a) What sampling method would
you recommend to the MNA?
Explain how she should proceed.

1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90 100

INCOME (thousands of $)

c) Ideally, each income category should be adequately represented in the sample. In this case,
how many people should each category have?
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b) How many people in the sample should be from low-income households?
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1.20 Below are two sets of data that have been collected in your community. Depending on which one

a) Number of children per household on Rue du Quartier.
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 8

SITUATION 1

you think is more appropriate, build either a table of condensed data or a table of data grouped into
classes for each data set. Then represent your results with the most appropriate graph.

b) Results of the provincial exam for the Secondary IV Cultural, Social and Technical mathematics
course at the du Quartier training centre.
28, 31, 35, 39, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 50, 52, 55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 60, 60, 61, 61, 62, 63, 65,
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66, 66, 68, 68, 69, 69, 71, 71, 72, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 79, 82, 85, 85, 89, 91, 93, 94
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1.21 A few days before the 2014 provincial election, a Montréal newspaper published the results of an
Internet survey after proportional distribution of undecided respondents.

Voting Intentions After Distribution

38%

29%

23%

Québec
Liberal Party

Parti québécois

Coalition Avenir
Québec

9%
Québec Solidaire

Source: Leger Marketing poll - Journal de Montréal, August 5, 2014

The survey questioned 1220 members of the general public from all regions of Québec. It also took
into account the respondents’ age, gender and mother tongue. The sample survey specified that
approximately 158 of the individuals questioned wanted to vote for another party (2%), would spoil
their ballot (3%), would not vote (2%), did not know what to answer (2%) or refused to answer the
survey (4%). The survey also mentioned that one out of every four respondents said they might still
change their mind before election day.
The following two tables present the official results of this election.
2014 provincial election - Distribution of seats

Party

Number
of Elected
MNAs

1 756 373

Québec
Liberal Party

70

Parti Québécois

1 074 129

Parti Québécois

30

Coalition
Avenir Québec

975 742

Coalition
Avenir Québec

22

Québec
Solidaire

323 263

Québec
Solidaire

3

Other parties

102 638

Other parties

0

Party

Number
of Votes

Québec
Liberal Party

Percentage
of Votes

Total votes cast

Percentage of
Representation Based
on Number of Seats
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2014 provincial election - Distribution of votes

Total

Source: Chief Electoral Officer of Québec.

a) Complete the two distribution tables above.
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SITUATION 1

b) Construct a multiple bar graph that would allow you to easily compare the results of this sample
survey, the results of the distribution of votes and the results of the distribution of seats.
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c) What might explain the differences between the results of the sample survey and those of the
actual election?

d) What might explain the differences between the results of the distribution of votes and those of
the number of ridings won by each party?
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1.22 An “age pyramid” is a type of graph used to show the distribution of a population according to age
and gender. It is made up of two histograms with the ages displayed horizontally. By convention,
the histogram on the left shows the male population, and the one on the right shows the female
population. The classes usually have a width of 5 or 10 years.
Here are two examples of an age pyramid: one for India and one for Canada.
Distribution of India's Population (2010)
12% 10% 8% 6%

4% 2%

A GES

2%

4%

6%

Distribution of Canada's Population (2010)

8% 10% 12%

12% 10% 8% 6%

4% 2%

A GES

[80, 90[

[90, 100 [

[70, 80[

[80, 90 [

[60, 70[

[70, 80[

[50, 60[

[60, 70[

[40, 50[

[50, 60[

[30, 40[

[40, 50[

[20, 30[

[30, 40[

[10, 20[

[20, 30[

[0, 10[

MALE

2%

4%

6%

8% 10% 12%

[10, 20[

FEMALE

[0, 10[

MALE

FEMALE

Compare these two countries in terms of:
a) the distribution of their population according to age
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b) the distribution of their population according to gender

DID YOU KNOW?
In India, the birth of a daughter can sometimes be viewed as a
disaster for the family. Why? Because it’s usually the sons who
take care of their parents when they get older. What’s more,
traditional Indian culture dictates that young girls must offer a
dowry when they get married. This explains the phenomenon
of selective abortion found in India — despite a law that
prohibits doctors from telling parents the sex of their
unborn baby. This is why selective abortion of female
foetuses is unfortunately very frequent.
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Questioning Internet Usage
You are now able to complete the task described at the beginning of this learning situation.
First review the context.

SITUATION 1

SUMMARY ACTIVITY

The director at a training centre wants to know how often the adult students at her centre use the
Internet and for what purposes. The director asks you to conduct a sample survey to answer these
questions.
1) For what type of activity do you primarily use the Internet?
2) How many hours a week do you spend on the Internet for personal use (other than for work or school)?

YOUR TASK
Using the data that will be provided on a population of adult students, you will first have to
choose a representative sample by taking into account the distribution of individuals according
to their age and gender. Then you will have to collect the data in response to the two questions
the director wants to ask. Next, you will have to use the appropriate tables and graphs to
represent this data. Lastly, you will have to interpret these graphs to provide the director an
overview of the situation.
The following page contains the answers to these two questions given by each of the 480 students at
the centre. This data is made up of a letter and a number.
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The letter indicates the individual’s primary use of the Internet according to the following code:
C: communication (email, texting, etc.)
E: entertainment (games, music, videos, etc.)
F: financial transactions (shopping, banking, etc.) R: researching information
X: does not use the Internet
The number indicates the number of hours spent on the Internet each week for personal use.
You do not have to compile all 480 answers. Instead, build a sample of 50 people. Since stratified
sampling is the most appropriate method in this situation, you will need to take into account the
number of students in each stratum as described in the following table:
Table 1.9 – Distribution of Adults at the Centre According to Age and Gender

Age (yr)
Ages 19 and under
Ages 20 to 24
Ages 25 to 29
Ages 30 to 34
Ages 35 and over

Women
93
57
34
28
23

Men
109
64
30
22
20
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Table 1.10

Answers Obtained in the Survey
Men
Ages 19 and
under

Ages 20 to 24

Ages 25 to 29
Ages 30 to 34
Ages 35 and
over

R6

C 28

R4

E6

E 10 E 35

E 15 E 30

C6

C 10 R 15

R3

C 30

R7

R 14

C5

E 21 E 32

R6

C 19 C 15

F3

R7

C 13 C 20

E 32

C3

E 21

R2

E8

C 21

R4

C8

E 14 C 21

F3

C4

C8

C 14 E 28

C6

C3

E 21

C5

C3

E9

R9

R 12 E 14 R 14 C 15

C7

R5

C 20

R3

R7

C9

R 12 R 15 C 24

E 20 E 32 E 35

C7

R 13

F2

R3

C4

R7

C 14 E 28

R2

C3

E7

R 10

C 11 C 14 E 14

C1

E8

E 30

F1

R8

C2

R2

R4

R5

C8

R 14

R1

C 14

R3

E7

E9

E 12 E 16 E 21 E 20

F1

C2

E7

C9

C2

E 32

C 13 E 20 C 21

R1

C4

R4

C5

C4

R6

C 15 C 21

R3

R 21 E 21

F4

R 15 E 30

R1

R8

E 35

C2

E9

E8

R7

R 15 E 25

C3

R3

R4

C7

E 14

R7

E 32

C2

R 12

R7

E 14

R5

C1

C8

E 18

R4

C5

C 18

R6

C9

R 14

E6

E 30 C 10

E 14

F2

R9

E 20

R2

R 12

C1

C8

C 14

C7

R 15

R1

R9

C 14

R3

E 20

C3

E 15

F3

C7

R8

R7

C6

F3

E 20

R2

X0

R 21 E 25 R 14

F4

R 15

C3

R7

E 12 C 14

R1

R2

E 15 E 35

E5

R8

E 25

C7

E 10

C1

C5

R 18

R4

C5

C 14 E 18

R7

C4

R 28

C3

E 30

F1

F3

C6

R 14 E 10

R2

E6

X0

R7

C6

R1

F3

R8

E 10 R 12

X0

R2

E 20

X0

E8

F3

R4

X0

E 30 E 21

C2

R7

C5

C4

R7

R1

X0

R8

X0

Ages 19 and
under

Ages 20 to 24

Ages 25 to 29

Ages 30 to 34
Ages 35 and
over
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C7

R7

C7

E 15

R2

R3

C 12

R7

C8

C3

C 14

F3

C 10

C5

C1

C 21

R4

C8

R6

E6

C7

R2

R 14 C 14

R7

E8

C 20

R1

C2

E 32

C 30

C9

R 15

C4

F1

C3

C 20 E 21

C6

F3

F2

R3

E 14

E9

R9

R5

C6

C5

C 28

C4

C4

R3

E8

C4

E 30 R 12 E 28

R3

E 21 C 14 C 28

R4

R 14

R4

R2

C3

R 10 C 11 C 32

R6

R8

F3

C2

R2

C2

R4

R4

R5

R 14

R1

C2

E7

C9

C3

E 20
C 22

E7

E 12

F1

C 30 C 15

C 15 C 21

C4

E 14 C 10

C3

R9

R 15 C 14

C7

C 12 C 14 C 15 E 30

C1

C5

E9

R2

C2

E8

E 30

R3

C7

E6

E 25 R 12 E 20

R4

C2

C3

F2

R2

C4

R8

R 28

F2

R8

R6

R6

R4

E 21

C2

R 21

C1

R2

C5

R 14

E 18 C 24

C1

C7

C5

C3

R 18

F3

C9

R3

C3

E 32

F2

C6

F2

R 10

R1

C5

C7

R4

C7

R5

C1

R3

E 25 E 28 C 10

C2

C4

C2

R7

R 14 C 24

C9

C8

R7

R4

C3

E 21

C1

E 30 C 14

X0

F3

C 20

F2
R 14

C 21 E 30 R 10

X0

C 10

R4

C5

C3

R4

C4

C7

C8

F2

R9

C5

C1

C 16

F2

X0

R7

R6

C 14

R7

R4

E 25

F1

E 28

R1

C7

F2

C8

C7

R8

R7

X0

C3

C2

R5

R 10

C 14

X0

R 15

E 30

C3

R5

X0

F1

C1
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Women

R3
C 21
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1.23 Build your sample of 50 people by circling your selected data on the previous page. Explain how

SITUATION 1

you built this sample.

1.24 Represent the data of your sample in two tables: one table for the type of Internet use and the other

© SOFAD - Reproduction prohibited.

for the amount of time spent on the Internet.

1.25 Explain how you determined the width of the classes in your second table.

ANSWER KEY PAGE 250
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1.26 Draw the relevant graphs and write a short text summarizing your analysis of the data collected.
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Be sure to mention the information you think is the most important.
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SITUATION 1

List of New Knowledge

Probability Sampling Methods (p. 13)
One way to avoid sources of bias when selecting a sample is to use a sampling method
based on chance.
Method
Stratified Sampling

Description
The population is first divided into strata. Next, the percentage of
the sample that will be selected from each stratum is determined
according to the following ratio:
Size of the stratum in the population
Size of the population

The elements in the sample are then randomly chosen from each
stratum using the random sampling method.
Cluster Sampling

The population is first divided into clusters. Next, a specific number
of clusters is chosen based on the desired size of the sample. The
sample is then made up of all the elements in the clusters that
have been chosen.
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Sources of Bias (p. 24)
In order for the results of a sample survey to be interpreted correctly, care must be taken
to avoid the various sources of bias that can occur during the different steps of the
survey.
When Building
the Sample
• A population that is poorly
defined
• A sample that is too small
• Elements in the sample
that are related in some
way
• A sample that represents
only a portion of the
population

When Collecting and
Processing the Data
• Poorly formulated
questions
• An insufficient rate of
participation
• The subjective treatment
of data
• Compilation or
transposition errors
• The incorrect treatment
of undecideds or nonrespondents

When Communicating
the Results
• A graph that does not
follow the conventions of
mathematics
• A graph that promotes a
particular point of view
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Using Tables to Represent Data (p. 23, 34)
Table of condensed data

Tables with data grouped into classes

This type of table is used in a statistical
study involving a qualitative or discrete
quantitative variable with a limited number
of nominal scale categories or values.
Example:

This type of table is used in a statistical
study involving a continuous
quantitative variable or a discrete
quantitative variable that can take on
many different values.
Example:

Ages of Children at a Summer Camp

Age (yr)

Frequency

Relative
Frequency (%)

8

6

9

Distribution of 25 Newborns According to Weight

Weight (g)

Frequency

8

[2000, 2400[

3

16

21

[2400, 2800[

4

10

25

33

[2800, 3200[

10

11

20

27

[3200, 3600[

6

12

8

11

[3600, 4000[

2

Using Graphs to Represent Data (p. 23, 34)

Bar Graph

Circle Graph

Histogram

Ages of Children at
a Summer Camp

Ages of Children
at a Summer Camp

Distribution of 25 Newborns
According to Weight

12 years

30

11%

25

8 years
8%

9 years

20

21%

11 years

15

27%

10
8
6
4

10

AGE (yr)

33%

4000

12

3600

11

3200

10

2800

9

2400

10 years
8

2000

2

5

50

F REQUENCY

F REQUENCY

To represent the frequencies or relative frequencies in a table with data grouped into
classes, a histogram is used.
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To represent the frequencies or relative frequencies in a table of condensed data, a bar
graph or circle graph is used.

WEIGHT (g)
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